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Moandji Ezana SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
I am passionate about software. I love solving the business and technical challenges of
creating a great product or piece of code. I create and contribute to a number of open
source projects. I study the craft continuously to improve my programming, tools and
work practices.
Full project and employer details are available on my LinkedIn profile.

Skills
Java
8 years of everyday use, mostly using the Eclipse IDE
Spring 3, Spring MVC, Play! 2, JPA / Hibernate 3, Struts 1 & 2, Guice, Maven, JUnit
Currently learning Java 8 with a text editor and the command line

Web
Regular use of HTML, CSS & JavaScript. Libraries include Jquery, AngularJS
and Twitter Bootstrap. I am currently studying Node.

Android
2 years of study, practice projects and commercial work

Methodologies

Other tools

Agile / Scrum: project experience with
both good and bad implementations

Git, SVN, Tomcat, MySQL, Oracle, JIRA,
various Continuous Integration servers

Languages
English & French: mother tongues
Dutch: Spoken fairly well. I have spent over a year in 100% dutch-speaking work
environments.
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Selected Products
I-Net Edge 2012-2013
A Ruby on Rails application for I-Net Bridge. Clients created embeddable, data-rich
widgets. I contributed at all levels, from back-end caching to front-end design
(screenshot).

Tracker for Android 2011
Users can track their vehicles and gather detailed analytics. I did UI design, SOAP web
service integration and 3rd-party mapping library integration.

Truvo MySite 2009-2010
Customisable, award-winning merchant websites within Yellow Pages listings in Belgium,
Ireland and Portugal (website, presentation, screenshot).
I contributed most to the website customisation tools: a sophisticated WYSIWYG drag &
drop interface to customise a customer’s website, an extensible CSS-based skinning
system and a module system to encapsulate site functionality.

Selected Open Source Projects
bootstrap_forms
[contributor] Ruby on Rails form builder for Twitter Bootstrap.

resteasy-guice
[contributor] Guice integration for JBoss's RESTEasy JAX-RS implementation.

webjars-maven-plugin
A Maven plugin that brings Bower-like ease of use to Java and WebJars.

humpty
A simple framework to manage, compile, minify, etc. web assets, using WebJars.

